Make It Smart
By Helen Schell – Artist & Space STEAM educator
For space themed activities, workshop ideas and examples please go to:
https://www.sunspaceart.org/
(STFC funded project)

Space - Smart Material themed activities for home and school
Humans dream of living in space, but what would you wear? Scientists have invented
Smart Materials for space travel to protect astronauts from heat & cold, radiation and
micrometeorites. These materials can change colour, shape and light up. Imagine you
are a space explorer. What new Smart Materials would you invent? Design a poster &
catalogue for new spacesuits, uniforms and futuristic fashions. Do a show & tell space
fashion show for your friends and family.

Find out about Smart Materials, Fashions & Spacesuits
(If you can’t look online, use space books & imagination)

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/a-next-generation-spacesuit-for-the-artemisgeneration-of-astronauts
New NASA Spacesuit Design
https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Human_and_Robotic_Exploration/
Exploration/Project_Pextex_materials_for_lunar_spacesuits
ESA Lunar Spacesuit Design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_material Smart Material List
http://www.rainbowwinters.com
Amy Winters Smart Fashion

Recycle, Reuse, Reinvent, Recycle
Art Materials (Use recycled card, paper, fabric & plastic where possible)
White & coloured card/paper, fabric, decorative papers (wrapping paper), tin foil, glue
sticks, sticky tape, & double sided sticky pads, scissors, rulers & lid circles to draw
round, felt-tips, crayons & paints, and plastic objects. Also use Lego, Plasticine, toys &
household items.

Poster for a Space Fashion & Uniforms Show
Take a large piece of paper then draw and collage images including when and where it
will happen (this could be in the future and on a moon or planet).

Fashion Catalogue – Pop Up Book

Include stories, poems, scientific space data, art, pictures and designs. Create a series
of clothing designs for space travel and living on other planets.

Design and Make a Space Fashion or Uniform from Old Clothes
Transform an old piece of clothing into a space-age outfit. Think about new futuristic
materials, techniques and designs. Remember there is little gravity in space, so you
can be adventurous. Don’t forget a space agency mission badge.

Design a New Spacesuit
EVA spacesuits weigh twice an adult’s body weight. They are very bulky and difficult to
walk in, so could you design a better one which keeps you warm (night) and cool
(day), gives you oxygen to breathe and protects you from radiation. Use Smart
Materials that can change colour & shape, light up in the dark and might help you to fly
in space.
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